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Map Caching
 Cache

 (computer science) RAM memory that is set aside as a 
specialized buffer storage that is continually updated; 
used to optimize data transfers between system 
elements with different characteristics

 ArcGIS Server Cached Services
 A set of map images/layers that have been pre-rendered

by ArcGIS Server for rapid display purposes. 
 Map Caching

 Caching refers to the process to generate these pre-
rendered map images





Advantages of Caching Maps
 Fast performance for end-user

 Cached images/map layers generally load faster than 
dynamic images/map layers

 Cartographic map quality
 Cached images can display better quality maps with 

advanced labels and complex feature representation
 Reliability 

 Stable; less service down time and improved customer 
satisfaction



Disadvantages for Caches
 Images are not dynamic; data may not be the most up-

to-date
 Requires time for building initial cache
 User customization is limited
 Requires large amounts of storage space
 As data changes, caches have to be rebuilt



GIS Caching
Strategies



Cache Strategy
 What data is suitable for cache?

 Raster data, continuous data are the most suitable for 
cache (Aerial Photos, Remote Sensing images, land 
use/land cover, etc)

 Common vector data layers are also suitable for cache 
(transportation layers, parcels, hydro layers and 
landmarks)

 What data is not suitable for cache?
 Operational data layers should always be dynamic
 Frequently-changed data are not suitable for cache



NCDA&CS GIS DATA Cache
 Images 

 2008 National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) 
statewide NAIP data + Best county aerial photo data

 Base and common vector data 
 Base data layers (Transportation + Boundary + 

Landmarks + Parcel + Hillshade)
 Transportation data layers
 Soil data 
 Flood Zone data



NCDA&CS Cache Services





Cache Level
Scale Ratio Scale 

Level
Raster (Image
Resolution)

Vector Data
Roads Base Soil Flood

1:500 (1 pixel = 0.132292 m) Level 13 County (6 inch pixel)

1:1,000 (1 pixel = 0.264584 m) Level 12 County ( 6 inch pixel)

1:2,000 (1 pixel = 0.529168 m) Level 11 county (6 inch pixel) Y Y y

1:4,000 (1 pixel = 1.058335 m) Level 10 county (6 inch pixel) y Y Y Y

1:8,000 (1 pixel = 2.116671 m) Level 9 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y Y Y

1:16,000 (1 pixel = 4.233342 m) Level 8 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y Y Y

1:32,000 (1 pixel = 8.466684 m) Level 7 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y Y Y

1:64,000 (1 pixel = 16.933367 m) Level 6 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y Y Y

1:125,000 (1 pixel = 33.072983 m) Level 5 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y y Y

1:250,000 (1 pixel = 66.145966 m) Level 4 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y

1:500,000 (1 pixel = 132.291931 m) Level 3 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y

1:1,000,000 (1 pixel = 264.583863 m) Level 2 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y

1:2,000,000 (1 pixel = 529.167725 m) Level 1 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y

1:4,000,000 (1 pixel = 1058.335450 m) Level 0 NAIP (1 meter pixel) Y Y



Cache Settings
 Data Projection

 North American Datum (NAD) 1983 State Plane North 
Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet (widely used by North Carolina 
State and local government)

 Scale Level
 Use ArcGIS Online or Google Maps to define scale levels
 When the cache level increases, the scale ratio will 

increase by 2. (round number/common map scale 
factors should be considered)



Cached Tile Scale Level
1:500,000

1:250,000

1:125,000



Cache Settings
 Data Format

 Use jpeg for raster data, use PNG8 for vector data
 Tile size, 256 by 256 pixel is a good choice (512 by 512 

takes longer to download, less time to process)
 DPI

 For web applications and display purposes, the default of 
96 DPI’s is enough.

 For printing in ArcMap client, you can set a higher DPI.
 Anti-aliasing

 To show parcel data, it is better to turn this feature on.



Cache Settings
 Fused or Multi-layer

 Fused (best for online applications)
 Although there is the flexibility to turn on and off each 

individual layer, but try to avoid multilayer cache if 
possible. Multilayer caching reduces the performance 
and increases processing time.
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Pre-caching process
 Data preparation

 Image data should be already pyramided from ArcSDE, 
Statewide image data (large area)

 Design and view map in ArcMap to make sure the map is 
acceptable at every tile scale level (cached level)

 Extent
 Using the feature boundary will make less cached 

images than rectangle images
 Caching Maps

 Create and Manage the map service using ArcCatalog, 
set the maximum map instance to a number closer to 
the limits of the machine (the number of cores * 4)



NCDA&CS GIS Cached Map 
Service
 5 cached map services
 Maps with less features will be processed faster
 It takes seven hours to process NAIP images at 1:2000 

level  for the whole state. (this scale is large enough for 
most applications)



Findings
 A Powerful server with more CPUs and memory will 

cache images much faster.
 It takes more time to generate images if the map 

service has more feature layers
 It takes longer to generate vector data layers with 

complex labeling
 It only takes several minutes to generate images from 

level 0 (1:4,000,000) to level 5 (1:125,000); doesn’t 
matter if it’s raster data or vector data





Architecture Design



Caching Comparison
Old  Test Server GIS Server

Operating 
System Windows Server 2003 Windows Server 2008 Standard x64

IP Address 
(machine name) 10.234.3.42  (EPGIS01) 10.234.3.64 (EPAGSDEV)

ArcGIS Server 
version ArcGIS Server 9.3.1 ArcGIS Server 9.3.1

Local Storage 
Space 1.07 TB Total 1.00 TB Total

SAN Storage 
Space ---

1.17 TB for temporary TIFF Storage
3.58 TB for ArcGIS Server Storage

Memory and 
CPU

4GB Ram
(2) 3.66 GHz Intel Xeon Single Core

8GB Ram
(2) 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon Quad Core

Web Server IIS6 IIS7 with 32-bit Applications Enabled



Cache Map Service Comparison
Processing Time 
(hours)

Old Server New Server Storage Space

NAIP2008 (level 10) 86 h 3 h 32 G

NC_TRANS (level 10) No Testing 24 h 15.8 G

NC_Roads (level 9) 6.33 h 1 h,
8 h for Level 10

10.5 G (4.62G*)

NC_flood (level 10) No Testing 3 h 15.5G (1.01G*)

NC_soil  (level 10) No Testing 2 h 15 G(2.28G*)

Wake County (level 12) 46 h   
109 h for level 13

No Testing 67.3G (57.6G*)

Maximum instances 6-8 to be used 16 to be used

Scale Level 10 = 1:4000, The time to generate cached images for the 
state of North Carolina at 1:4000 Level. 



Disk Size Storage Consideration
 Size: 2.15 GB
 Size on disk: 15.98 GB
 4,104,828 Files /1,254 Folders

 Block size tuning based on 
your common file size on 
your folder
Block size(from 4k to 1k)
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Consuming Cache Maps on the web

 Navigation is limited to the tileing scheme scales
 Tiles cannot be re-projected
 To use ArcGIS Online mashups, Google Maps or 

Virtual Earth mashups
 Same coordinate system (Web Mercator)
 Same tile scheme levels (but can cache fewer levels)
 Not necessarily the same extent





Using Cache in ArcGIS Desktop
 High level of control over tile appearance

 Continuous zoom (pixelate from image in the nearest 
tile level)

 On-the-fly re-projection
 Create local cache

 If using cache map in ArcMap 
 It is highly recommended to create maps using cached 

map scale
 Small scale maps will show dramatic performance 

improvement







Lessons Learned
 Planning Stage

 Spend more time creating and designing mxd files to 
make the map look decent at every cache level

 Processing Stage
 Use the maximum instances allowed for the ArcGIS 

server machine to cache images
 Pick the highest scale level carefully; don’t create a scale 

too large. For the statewide data, a scale ratio larger than 
1:2000 will take much more processing time and storage 
space.

 Cache your map service one level at a time instead of all 
at once



Lessons Learned (Continue)
 The processing time and storage space for the cached 

image will be about four times longer and larger than 
at the previous level, but this also depends on the 
feature details in each level.

Total Processing time  = 
(40 + 41 + 42 + 43 + 44 + 45 + …….) * level_zero_processing_time

Total Storage Space = 
(40 + 41 + 42 + 43 + 44 + 45 + …….) * level_zero_storage_space

(1kb in level 0, then 67 Gb in level 13)



Lessons Learned (Continue)
 View cached images from ArcMap client and web 

client to make sure they look correct with other 
features

 Cache small regions at all levels; pick high, normal and 
low feature-density areas for testing.

 Take advantage of nights and weekends to cache high 
level images

 Feature complexity, density, and labeling will affect the 
processing time



ArcGIS Online Highest Map Scale (1:4508)





Summary
 ArcGIS Server cached services makes fast-loading, 

online cartographic quality maps possible. It is worth 
making an investment in ArcGIS Server technology.

 The server memory and CPU will affect caching 
performance; if budget allows, buy the most powerful 
machine possible

 Since the cached image is pre-rendered, the reliability 
is also improved.

 For most GIS applications, setting the largest cache 
level as 1:2000 is enough.
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